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Abstract The ultimate goal of earthquake early warning (EEW) is to provide local
shaking information to users before the strong shaking from an earthquake reaches
their location. This is accomplished by operating one or more real-time analyses that
attempt to predict shaking intensity, often by estimating the earthquake’s location and
magnitude and then predicting the ground motion from that point source. Other EEW
algorithms use finite rupture models or may directly estimate ground motion without
first solving for an earthquake source. EEW performance could be improved if the
information from these diverse and independent prediction models could be combined
into one unified, ground-motion prediction. In this article, we set the forecast shaking
at each location as the common ground to combine all these predictions and introduce
a Bayesian approach to creating better ground-motion predictions. We also describe
how this methodology could be used to build a new generation of EEW systems that
provide optimal decisions customized for each user based on the user’s individual
false-alarm tolerance and the time necessary for that user to react.
Electronic Supplement: Animations of the waveform envelope fits and predicted
shaking intensity for both the 2014Mw 6.0 Napa earthquake and the 1 July 2015 false
alarm, alongwith the details of all reports from all earthquake early warning (EEW) algo-
rithms for both events, as well as for the 2014Mw 6.8 off Cape Mendocino earthquake.
Introduction
The goal of earthquake early warning (EEW) is to pro-
vide users with an estimate of the ground motion that they
will feel and the time that shaking will occur at their location.
With this information, people and automated systems can
take action to minimize the impact of the earthquake. Many
countries and regions around the world, including Japan,
Mexico, Taiwan, and the United States, are operating, or
are in the process of building, EEW systems. Sometimes,
these systems employ multiple real-time analyses for predict-
ing local ground shaking; in these cases, a more robust warn-
ing system could be built if the information from these
different analyses could be combined into one unified shak-
ing forecast. In this article, we outline a strategy to accom-
plish precisely that.
Our examples focus on ShakeAlert, the EEW system for
the west coast of the United States. ShakeAlert is being
built by the U.S. Geological Survey in cooperation with the
States of California, Oregon, and Washington, as well as the
California Institute of Technology, University of California
(Berkeley), University of Oregon, and University of
Washington. ShakeAlert’s design is to run multiple analyses
simultaneously and then to synthesize information from these
independent algorithms to issue one unified forecast of local
shaking (Böse et al., 2014).
Currently, ShakeAlert receives warnings from three algo-
rithms: (1) Onsite (e.g., Kanamori, 2005; Böse et al., 2009),
Earthquake Alarm Systems (ElarmS; e.g., Allen and Kana-
mori, 2003; Kuyuk et al., 2013), and Virtual Seismologist
(VS; e.g., Cua and Heaton, 2007; Cua et al., 2009). Each of
these algorithms independently uses real-time measurements
of seismic data to detect an earthquake and determine its
point-source description (magnitude, location, and origin time
[OT]). Collectively, these three algorithms provide a spectrum
of behavior, from faster response (at the potential cost of less
accurate source parameters) to more accurate source informa-
tion (at the potential cost of less timeliness). The location and
magnitude information from these algorithms are used as in-
put to ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs) that are
used to predict the ground motion that a user at a particular
location may expect. However, if the earthquake is larger than
what can be reasonably modeled as a point source, the ex-
pected shaking intensity (SI) at a certain station will also be
dependent on the distance to that fault plane, which can be
different from the hypocentral distance. Thus, these point-
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source models may underpredict ground motions for large
earthquakes with finite rupture extents. (Of course, other
sources of ground-motion variability may cause under- or
overprediction of expected ground motion as well.) Therefore,
in addition to these three point-source algorithms, it is antici-
pated that future generations of the ShakeAlert system will
include real-time finite-fault source models as well. For exam-
ple, currently under development and testing are a finite seis-
mic line source solution (FinDer; Böse et al., 2012, 2015) and
a number of finite-fault source models based on real-time,
high-rate Global Positioning System data (e.g., Grapenthin
et al., 2014; Minson et al., 2014; Crowell et al., 2016).
In the current ShakeAlert prototype production system,
the outputs from the three point-source algorithms (Onsite,
ElarmS, and VS) are averaged together to obtain an average
latitude and longitude for the earthquake’s epicenter, average
magnitude, and average OT; these averaged parameters are
then input into a GMPE for predicting each user’s expected
ground motion. This framework is not optimal because it is
not known how to map uncertainties in the separate predictions
of the source parameters to uncertainties in the ground-motion
predictions; more importantly, there is no way to objectively
suppress false alarms. Further, this framework cannot treat
non-point-source algorithms: it is nonphysical to attempt to
average the source properties of three point sources, one line
source, and a collection of various distributed slip models, each
of which is built upon a different fault geometry. Additionally,
we anticipate that in the future there will be a need to combine
earthquake source models with algorithms that forecast future
ground motion directly from current ground motion without an
assumed earthquake source (e.g., Hoshiba, 2013; Hsu et al.,
2013; Hoshiba and Aoki, 2015). In this article, we propose
a new approach that allows us to probabilistically combine in-
formation frommultiple rupturemodels in real time (regardless
of how each rupture model is parameterized) to provide a sin-
gle unified and accurate ground-motion forecast, along with
associated uncertainties and better suppression of false alarms.
Although different early warning algorithms may use very
different source parameterizations (or no source parameteriza-
tion), which makes it impossible to combine their source mod-
els, we can still combine their ground-motion predictions. We
accomplish this by using Bayesian analysis to obtain what is
known as the posterior hyper-robust predictive (PHRP) proba-
bility density function (PDF; e.g., Beck, 2010). This PDF is so
named because it accounts not only for uncertainties in the
model parameters that any EEW algorithm may use (such as
earthquake magnitude, location, and OT) but also for uncertain-
ties in the choice of which EEW algorithm to use to predict
ground motion. Further, when we evaluate this PDF, we also
include an extra virtual EEWalgorithm that predicts no ground
motion. (We refer to this as the “No Event” algorithm because it
is the algorithm that always thinks there is no earthquake hap-
pening, and thus always predicts zero ground motion.) This al-
lows us to calculate the probability that the output from the
EEWalgorithm(s) is a false alarm by comparing to the observed
ground motion both the ground-motion predictions from the
EEWalgorithm(s) and the prediction of zero groundmotion that
we would expect if there actually were no event.
We envision that this analysis would be done in a mod-
ule that accepts input from EEW algorithms and then sends
appropriate ground-motion warnings to users. We call this
module the central decision module (CDM). Each EEW
algorithm would send its output to the CDM, which would
then construct the PHRP PDF from all reporting algorithms
and send users a probabilistic description of the expected
ground motion at their locations.
Methodology
A detailed derivation of the mathematical underpinnings
of our methodology is given in the Theoretical Foundation
for the Method section. Readers who are particularly inter-
ested in probabilistic inference may wish to read that section
now. Other readers may prefer simply to read this section and
skip the mathematical details in the Appendix.
An EEW system such as ShakeAlert may operate any
number of EEW algorithms, each of which produces an inde-
pendent prediction of ground motion. Our goal is to combine
these ground-motion predictions into a single unified shaking
forecast. We accomplish this by estimating the probability that
each EEW algorithm is correct, and then use these probabil-
ities to determine how to appropriately blend the ground-mo-
tion predictions from each algorithm. The resulting probability
distribution describing the expected future ground motion is
known, as stated earlier, as the PHRP PDF (Beck, 2010). Pos-
terior (as opposed to prior) simply means that the probability
distributions have been updated based on observations of
ground motions. Robust means that the ground-motion predic-
tion is based on all potential values of an algorithm’s model
parameters (e.g., earthquake magnitude, location, and OT)
rather than a single estimate. Finally, hyper-robust means that
it also accounts for uncertainty concerning which EEW algo-
rithm to use for predicting ground motion. (This terminology
originates in the fact that the space of ground-motion predic-
tions from all EEW algorithms is a hyperspace encompassing
the space of ground-motion predictions for all possible values
of the model parameters of a single EEW algorithm.)
The PHRP PDF for a quantity y, given the predictions
from all ofN EEWalgorithms, follows directly from the total
probability theorem:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df1;313;209 yjD  ΣNi1pyjD; AiPAijD 1
(Beck, 2010), in which D is the observed seismic data, and
Ai is the ith EEWalgorithm issuing a report for this potential
earthquake detection (i  1;…; N). The PDF pyjD; Ai is
the robust posterior prediction for y from the algorithm Ai,
and PAijD is the posterior probability of algorithm Ai,
based on data D. (ΣNi1PAijD  1, by definition, because
probabilities must sum to one.)
For EEW, the quantity being predicted y will typically be
peak ground acceleration (PGA), peak ground velocity (PGV),
or SI, such as modified Mercalli intensity (MMI). Some users
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may be interested in response spectra or computing a particular
spectral acceleration (SA; e.g., Convertito et al., 2008). Thus,
pyjD; Ai, the PDF describing PGA (or PGV or SI or SA)
predicted from each algorithm can be obtained by inputting
each algorithm’s earthquake source model into a GMPE.
Equation (1) shows that the PHRP PDF of the ground-
motion parameter (e.g., PGA or PGVor SI or SA) y is simply
the combination of the predicted value of y for each algorithm
pyjD; Ai, weighted by the posterior probability of each
algorithm PAijD. This approach properly propagates the
uncertainties from the predictions of all algorithms Ai into
the PHRP PDF. The PHRP PDF is robust to parameter uncer-
tainty within a model class (i.e., uncertainty in the model
parameters estimated by an individual EEW algorithm, typi-
cally earthquake magnitude, location, and OT) and hyper-
robust to model class uncertainty (i.e., uncertainty concerning
which Ai to choose to make probabilistic predictions).
According to Bayes’ theorem
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df2;55;517PAijD ∝ pDjAiPAi; 2
in which pDjAi is known as the marginal likelihood or evi-
dence in favor of the model class (i.e., algorithm) Ai, and the
prior probability PAi is a measure of the plausibility of algo-
rithm Ai as a predictor of the quantity y. If we take an unbiased
stance in which all algorithms are considered equally plausible
before observing any data (i.e., PAi = constant), then
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df3;55;420PAijD ∝ pDjAi: 3
Let D be the observed waveform data and θi represent the
source parameters for EEWalgorithm Ai. For example, for On-
site, ElarmS, and VS, θi  {magnitude, location, OT},
whereas for FinDer, θi  {location, OT, fault strike, rupture
length}. Then, applying the total probability theorem
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df4;55;333 DjAi 
Z
pDjθi; AipθijAidθi: 4
Each EEW algorithm Ai should report its marginal like-
lihood pDjAi via equation (4) as part of its real-time earth-
quake analysis. However, because none of the current EEW
algorithms in ShakeAlert employ Bayesian analysis or
compute their formal probabilities, this information is
unavailable. We tested several methods of estimating the
marginal likelihood pDjAi, which yields the probability
of each algorithm PAijD through equation (3). In the
end, we chose to approximate PAijD using a maximum
likelihood estimate that we obtained by a constrained
least-squares (LSQ) fit of the observed waveforms to the pre-
dictions from all reporting EEW algorithms. We view this as
an effective but somewhat ad hoc fix to overcome the current
inability of the EEW algorithms to provide formal posterior
probabilities computed via equations (3) and (4). However,
we can justify our choice by noting that using this approach
ensures that the mean of the PHRP PDF, and thus the mean
of the CDM’s predicted ground motion, matches the ob-
served ground motions. (See the Appendix for proof.)
The framework in equation (1) is completely general
and applies to any quantity, y, which we might want to ro-
bustly predict and any PDF describing an individual EEW
algorithm’s prediction of y, pyjD; Ai. For EEW, the quan-
tities that we want to predict are measures of ground motion.
As an example, we consider estimating the expected PGA.
The most likely PGA estimate from each EEW algorithm is
obtained using a GMPE. However, ground-motion variabil-
ity about the mean predicted by the GMPE is quite large and
a significant contributor to uncertainty in EEW predictions of
expected ground motion (e.g., Allen, 2007; Iervolino et al.,
2009). Observed ground-motion variability about the log of
the PGA predictions from GMPEs is typically modeled as
Gaussian-distributed with a standard deviation σ of about
a factor of 2. (Specifically, σ  1:55 − 1:8 for M 8 to
M 5 earthquakes in Chiou and Youngs, 2014; σ  2:2 for
M <4 and 1.8 for M >5:5 in Boore et al., 2014; σ ranges
from 2.3 at M 3 to 1.8 at M 8 in Campbell and Bozorgnia,
2008; and σ goes from 2.45 at M 3 to 1.9 at M 8 in Abra-
hamson et al., 2014.) Thus, the PDF describing the ground-
motion prediction from a single EEW algorithm Ai is
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df5;313;481N log PGAj log PGAiAi; log σ; 5
in which log PGAiAi is the log of the GMPE-based
ground-motion prediction from the ith EEW algorithm Ai,
and N log PGAj log PGAiAi; log σ denotes a Gaussian
distribution with mean log PGAiAi and standard deviation
log σ. Equivalently, we can write
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df6;313;394
pyjD; Ai  pPGAjD; Ai
 logN PGAj log PGAiAi; log σ; 6
in which logN PGAj log PGAiAi; log σ denotes the (base
10) lognormal distribution, such that log PGA is Gaussian dis-
tributed with mean log PGAiAi and standard deviation log σ.
For simplicity, we assume σ  2. Then, the PHRP PDF
for PGA is
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df7;313;290
pPGAjD  PNo event × δPGA 
 ΣNi2flogN PGAj log PGAiAi; log 2PAijDg;
7
in which we take A1 as the No Event virtual algorithm men-
tioned in the Introduction (i.e., the algorithm that always believes
there is no earthquake happening and so always predicts there is
zero expected ground motion), and δ is the Dirac delta function
(equal to one at PGA  0 and zero otherwise).
The cumulative density function (CDF) associated with
the PDF in equation (7) is
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df8;313;138
PPGA<xjDPNo event
ΣNi2fPAijD
Z
x
0
logN PGAj logPGAiAi; log2dPGAg:
8
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The median predicted ground motion and associated
confidence intervals can be determined from the CDF (equa-
tion 8). For example, the median and upper and lower 95%
confidence bounds are found by solving for x, such that
PPGA < xjD equals 0.5, 0.975, and 0.025, respectively.
Examples
In the following examples, at each one second increment
of time, we follow these analysis steps: first, we take as our
data D envelopes of acceleration (Cua, 2005) observed over
the last five minutes at all regional strong-motion stations con-
tributing to ShakeAlert. Second, we generate predicted enve-
lopes of acceleration from each reporting EEW algorithm Ai
(including the predictions of zero ground motion from the No
Event virtual algorithm that always thinks there is no earth-
quake happening) using the Cua (2005) relations between
ground-motion envelopes and the distance and magnitude
of an earthquake. Third, in the absence of probabilities pro-
vided by the EEW algorithms, we estimate the probability of
each algorithm (including the No Event algorithm) PAijD,
using a constrained LSQ fit between the observed and pre-
dicted ground-motion envelopes. (In this way, we obtain
not only the probability associated with each EEW algorithm
but also PNoevent, the probability that the earthquake report is a
false alarm.) Finally, we obtain the PHRP
prediction of ground motion by combining
the ground-motion predictions of each al-
gorithm (including the No Event algorithm)
according to equation (1).
The basis for our comparison between
observed and predicted ground motion is
the Cua (2005) envelope relationships. Fol-
lowing Cua (2005), the observed envelopes
of ground motion are defined as the maxi-
mum of the absolute value of the ground
motion in a 1 s window. Cua (2005) used
30,000 three-component seismograms from
stations within 200 km of 70 Mw 2.0–7.3
southern California earthquakes to deter-
mine relationships for the expected wave-
form envelope as a function of source
magnitude and distance from the source.
These relationships allow us to compare the
time evolution of the observed acceleration
waveforms to those predicted by each algo-
rithm’s source model using only the point-
source location and magnitude information
that the EEW algorithms provide. Further,
although in this article we have restricted
ourselves to considering strong-motion ac-
celeration records, the Cua (2005) relation-
ships will allow us to, in the future, utilize
velocity and filtered displacement seismo-
grams as well. Alternatively, these envelope
relations could someday be replaced by a more advanced set
of envelope relationships that include a PDF describing the
uncertainty in the ground-motion envelopes themselves.
We present a simple synthetic test plus two real exam-
ples from ShakeAlert. In our synthetic test, we assume that
two algorithms (Alg1 and Alg2) are operating and issue an
alert 3.5 s after the initiation of an earthquake and that data
are available for analysis within 1 s, making the first solution
available at 5 s after origin (in integer seconds). The earth-
quake is located on the southern San Andreas fault and is
surrounded by stations spaced 20 km apart. Both algorithms
produce correct magnitude estimates, but the locations from
the two algorithms have errors of 15 and 5 km, respectively.
Although a case in which two EEW algorithms produce er-
rors up to 15 km and no magnitude error is somewhat ex-
treme, these are not implausible values. In a retrospective
test of ShakeAlert EEW algorithms using large historic
events, >75% of events have epicentral errors less than
20 km, and >80% of events have magnitude errors less than
0.5 units (E. Cochran, personal comm., 2017).
Figure 1 shows a comparison of the observed waveform
envelopes of acceleration to the corresponding waveform
envelopes predicted from the two algorithms. This compari-
son allows us to observe that the Alg2 solution (which has
the smaller location error) is more probable than the Alg1
solution, and that both are more probable than the possibility
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Figure 1. Waveform comparisons for a synthetic test of two algorithms that accu-
rately estimate the earthquake’s magnitude but mislocate the event. The envelopes of
acceleration for the scenario source are plotted in black. The envelopes of acceleration
predicted by the two algorithms are shown in red and blue. Triangles are station loca-
tions. The black star is the location of the input source, whereas the blue and red stars are
locations estimated by the algorithms. The yellow and red circles are the spatial extent
after 5 s (left) and 8 s (right) of the P and Swaves, assuming velocities of 6 and 3:5 km=s,
respectively. Numbers in circles identify locations for which probability density func-
tions (PDFs) of expected ground motion are plotted in Figure 2. A least-squares (LSQ)
fit between the observations and the algorithms’ predictions yields the probabilities for
each algorithm shown in the pie chart at the top of each subplot.
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that this is a false alarm. As time goes on and more ground
motions are available for comparison with the predictions
from the algorithms, this divergence increases, with the prob-
ability that this is a false alarm going to 0% and the solution
increasingly favoring Alg2 over Alg1.
Figure 2 shows the process by which the CDM creates
its PDF of predicted ground motion from the probabilities
computed in Figure 1. The source parameters from Alg1
and Alg2 are each used as input into a GMPE and each
GMPE output is used to define the center of a lognormal
PDF (red and blue lines in Fig. 2). These PDFs, along with
a prediction of zero ground motion from the No Event algo-
rithm, are weighted by the probabilities in Figure 1 and then
summed, yielding the CDM prediction of ground motion
(magenta line in Fig. 2). This process successfully combines
the predictions from Alg1 and Alg2 to create a new PDF that
better predicts the peak ground motion that will eventually be
observed in these synthetic seismograms.
The first of two real examples from the ShakeAlert EEW
system is the 2014 Mw 6 South Napa earthquake. For this
earthquake, ElarmS produced a timely and accurate source
model. Onsite had identified the stations closest to the hypo-
center as having high background noise, and accordingly set a
high triggering threshold for these stations. Because of this,
the earliest Onsite triggers came from stations located signifi-
cantly south of the earthquake, resulting in an Onsite solution
that was issued late and that inaccurately located the earth-
quake’s epicenter. VS did not issue a relevant warning for this
earthquake.
One of the advantages of our CDM analysis is that it can
combine the strengths and help overcome the weaknesses of
each EEW algorithm, without having to know the details of
how each EEW algorithm operates. It is neither necessary to
know why VS did not issue a warning nor necessary to know
the particulars of ElarmS and Onsite’s triggering approaches
or their relative effectiveness overall. (In this case, Onsite’s
higher triggering threshold was a weakness, but perhaps in
other cases it has successfully suppressed false alarms.) What
is important is to identify that, for this earthquake, the
ElarmS ground-motion prediction is more probable than the
Onsite ground-motion prediction, as well as more probable
than the prediction that there is no earthquake, so that we can
then use these probabilities to produce a probabilistic predic-
tion of the expected ground motion.
We now apply our CDM analysis to the output from the
ShakeAlert EEW algorithms for the 2014 South Napa earth-
quake. As time after origin increases, N in equation (1)
ranges from 1 (No Event) to 2 (No Event, ElarmS) to 3 (No
Event, ElarmS, Onsite). Until the first EEW algorithm re-
ports, the CDM has no choice but to issue a 100% probability
of No Event and thus zero predicted ground motion. The
ideal CDM behavior would be to identify, as soon as the
ElarmS solution is released, that the ElarmS solution is a
good predictor of the observed ground motion and immedi-
ately push the probabilities to heavily favor the ElarmS
model over No Event and to estimate ground motions in
accordance with the ElarmS predictions. Then, when the On-
site solution is issued, the ideal CDM would recognize that it
is a poor solution and severely downweight both Onsite and
No Event in favor of the ElarmS solution. Replaying our pro-
posed CDM analysis on the waveform data for the Napa
earthquake and the evolution of alerts issued by ElarmS
and Onsite produces exactly this behavior (Figs. 3–5). At
6 s after the OT, the first second for which a solution from
ElarmS exists, comparison with the observed envelopes of
ground motion yields a probability of ∼97:6% in favor of
the ElarmS report to 2.4% probability of a false alarm
(Fig. 3). The first Onsite report is available at 12 s after
OT but fits the data so poorly that it received 0% probability,
with 98.4% probability to ElarmS and 1.6% probability to
No Event. This means that the resulting PHRP PDFs for
PGA, PGV, and SI (which are based on combining the pre-
dictions of ElarmS, Onsite, and No Event with those prob-
abilities) is heavily weighted toward the ElarmS solution,
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Figure 2. PDFs of expected peak ground acceleration (PGA) at
the four locations marked in Figure 1. The red and blue lines are the
PDFs of expected ground motion for the two earthquake early warn-
ing (EEW) algorithms, assuming that the distribution of expected
ground motion is given by a lognormal distribution with mean given
by the ground-motion prediction equation output for that algo-
rithm’s source model and standard deviation σ  2 (equation 5
or, equivalently, equation 6). The magenta line is the posterior hy-
per-robust predictive (PHRP) PDF calculated by combining these
PDFs (along with a prediction of zero ground motion), weighted
by the probabilities given in the pie chart at top. Medians and
95% confidence bounds are given by the circles and brackets below
the PDFs. Thick black bars show the actual PGA that will eventu-
ally arrive at each location. This figure shows how the central de-
cision module (CDM) combines the predictions from the two EEW
algorithms to produce a PGA forecast (magenta circle) that is closer
to the PGA that will be observed (black line) than either of the origi-
nal EEW algorithms (red and blue circles).
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and the CDM’s PDF of predicted ground motion is almost
identical to the ElarmS PDF (Fig. 4). However, ElarmS does
not entirely predict the ground motion observed so far. This
results in the CDM ground-motion prediction gaining uncer-
tainty relative to the original ElarmS prediction, and thus the
95% confidence bounds for the CDM ground-motion predic-
tion are slightly broader than the ElarmS confidence bounds.
It follows that the forecast ShakeMap of MMI SI computed
from the CDM predictions for PGA (Fig. 4) and PGV is very
similar to the ShakeMap computed from the ElarmS source
model and does an excellent job of predicting the observed
final ground-motion intensities (Fig. 5).
In our second example, we consider the case of 1 July
2015 in which a timing offset at several stations along Cal-
ifornia’s central coast was misidentified by ElarmS as an
Mw 8.2 earthquake. Neither Onsite nor VS issued a false
alarm. (So, in this example N moves from 1 [No Event]
to 2 [No Event, ElarmS].) The ideal CDM behavior for this
example would be to identify, as quickly as possible, that the
ElarmS solution is not consistent with the observed records,
make No Event highly probable, and thus push the weighted
combination of predicted ground motion toward as little pre-
dicted ground motion as possible. Again, this is exactly how
the CDM performs (Figs. 6–8). When ElarmS issued its first
alert (which it calculated as being 34 s after the OT of the
earthquake it had supposedly identified), the analysis as-
signed the ElarmS solution a probability of just 2.5%, and
gives 97.5% probability that it is false alarm. Because at
all times the probability of “No Event” is >95%, the median
and 95% confidence bounds of the CDM’s PDF are all iden-
tically zero-predicted ground motion (Fig. 7), and the CDM’s
predicted ShakeMap is always zero SI (Fig. 8). For the first
ElarmS report (Fig. 7, left) when there is 2.5% probability
that the ElarmS solution is correct, a very slight deflection
of the CDM PDF (magenta) above the zero prediction from
the No Event algorithm (gray) can be seen at the location of
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Figure 3. Waveform comparisons for the 2014 Mw 6 South Napa earthquake (left) at 6 s after origin time (OT; the time of the first
Earthquake Alarm Systems [ElarmS] report) and (right) 12 s after OT (the time of the first Onsite report). The observed envelopes of vertical
acceleration are shown in black. The predictions from the most recent ElarmS report are shown in blue. Onsite predictions are shown in red.
The black star is the location of the earthquake (38.22° N, 122.31° W), and the pink line shows the observed surface rupture. Yellow and red
circles are the farthest reach of P and S waves after 6 (left) and 12 (right) s, assuming velocities of 6 and 3:5 km=s, respectively. The blue and
red stars are the current estimated epicenters from ElarmS and Onsite, respectively. The probabilities for each algorithm calculated from these
envelope comparisons are shown in the pie charts. Numbers in circles identify locations for which PDFs of expected ground motion are
plotted in Figure 4.
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the peak of the ElarmS PDF (blue). Later, when more data
are available and the probability of the ElarmS solution has
decreased to just 0.5% (Fig. 7, right), the CDM PDF is
almost identically a prediction of zero ground motion.
Although our methodology can determine the most
probable ground-motion prediction from anywhere in the
space of ground-motion predictions bounded by the EEW
algorithms’ output and No Event, it cannot predict ground
motions from outside that space. By including No Event
as a ground-motion model in addition to earthquake sources
from the EEW algorithms, the CDM can successfully sup-
press spurious ground-motion predictions from a false alarm,
as we have just shown for the 1 July 2015 false alarm. How-
ever, our approach has no way to introduce additional ground
motion that the EEW algorithms have failed to predict. The
effects of this can be seen in Figure 5. ElarmS underpredicts
the ground motion on the northern end of the rupture, prob-
ably because the ElarmS source model is a point source
located near the southern end of the rupture. Because there
are no EEW algorithms contributing predictions of strong
ground motion on the northern part of the rupture, the
CDM has no opportunity to include that shaking in the PHRP
PDF. Therefore, the CDM’s ground-motion prediction in
Figure 5d,h shares the underprediction of ground motion
in the north exhibited by both ElarmS and Onsite.
Discussion and Concluding Remarks
The CDM framework described in this article provides an
effective way to evaluate the quality of real-time earthquake
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Figure 4. PDFs of expected PGA for the 2014Mw 6 South Napa earthquake at the four locations marked in Figure 3. The red and blue
lines are the PDFs of expected ground motion based on the Onsite and ElarmS source parameters, respectively. The magenta line is the PHRP
PDF calculated by combining these PDFs (along with a prediction of zero ground motion), weighted by the probabilities given in the pie chart
at top. Medians and 95% confidence bounds are given by the circles and brackets below the PDFs. Thick black bars show the actual PGA that
will eventually arrive at each location. The probability associated with the No Event algorithm, that is, the probability that the user should
expect zero ground motion because an earthquake is not actually happening, is shown by the delta function to the left of the break in scale.
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information. It provides one unified prediction of the most
probable expected ground motion by combining shaking pre-
dictions from multiple EEW algorithms, even if those algo-
rithms have physically incompatible source models. Our
framework also provides a path to combining information
from earthquake-source-based algorithms, shaking forecast
models, and on-site methods of EEW. Using this approach,
EEW systems can, in real time, combine information from in-
dependent EEW algorithms and assess whether the report of
an earthquake from these algorithms is a false alarm. In each
of our three examples, the CDM framework was able to con-
struct an accurate ground-motion prediction as soon as the first
EEW algorithm issued an alert. This suggests that the CDM
analysis can provide improved ground-motion prediction and
false alert suppression without any additional latency on top of
whatever duration of observation is required by the original
EEW algorithm to issue an alert. (A more detailed discussion
of data latencies is reserved for the Appendix.)
In our framework, despite the fact that we calculate the
probability that an earthquake report is a false alarm, we do
not classify individual results as real earthquakes and false
alarms. Instead, the CDM produces the most probable
ground-motion predictions based on available data. Thus,
successful false alarm suppression is expressed as producing
a PDF of predicted ground motion that is tightly peaked near
a prediction of zero ground motion. For the 1 July 2015 false
alarm, the most probable ground motion is a combination of
97.5% no ground motion with 2.5% of the ground motion
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Figure 5. (a) Final observed peak horizontal shaking intensity for the 2014Mw 6 South Napa earthquake. The triangles are the locations
of stations used in this analysis. All other symbols are the same as in Figure 3. (b,c) Hypocenter location (star) and predicted distribution of
shaking from the most recent Onsite and ElarmS solutions, respectively. (d) Posterior hyper-robust prediction of ground motion from the
CDM. The probabilities used in the PHRP PDF were obtained via a maximum-likelihood estimate. (These are the probabilities that were
computed from an LSQ fit between the observed and predicted waveform envelopes in Fig. 3 and shown in the previous pie charts.) (a) and
(e) are the final observed ShakeMap for the Napa earthquake, with the P- and S-wave positions plotted at 6 and 12 s after OT, respectively.
(b)–(d) uses data and EEW algorithm reports from 6 s after OT. This is the time of the first ElarmS report, and Onsite has not yet reported.
Note that the CDM immediately confirms the accuracy of the ElarmS report and produces a shaking prediction that is very close to the
ElarmS solution and that accurately predicts the final observed shaking intensities. (f)–(h) Solution at 12 s after OT. This is when the first
Onsite report is released. Note that the CDM correctly identifies that the ElarmS solution is preferable to the Onsite solution and creates a
combined solution that favors the ElarmS shaking predictions and thus matches the observed shaking values.
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predicted by ElarmS. This pushes the CDM’s predicted
ground motion to zero with greater than 95% confidence.
It might seem counterintuitive to not categorize earth-
quake reports into true earthquakes, missed events, and false
alarms, but, although it is tempting to think of an EEW sys-
tem’s output as discretely and exclusively a caught earth-
quake, missed event, or false alarm, this does not describe
how EEW actually functions. Users receive location-specific
predictions for ground motion and, if such a prediction ex-
ceeds a user’s threshold for taking action, the user will react.
The warning is only effective for that user if the system cor-
rectly predicts shaking above (or below) that threshold, and
then the actual shaking at that location is also above (or be-
low) that threshold. Although an EEW system that issues a
report when no earthquake has occurred is obviously provid-
ing its users with a false alert, it is equally a false alarm for
one or more users if, in the event of an actual earthquake,
they receive a warning for shaking above their action thresh-
old and then experience ground motions lower than their
threshold. Similarly, even if an EEW system detects an earth-
quake and issues a shaking forecast, it will be seen by a user
as a missed event if the predicted level of shaking is below
the threshold for taking action, but the actual shaking ex-
ceeds the threshold. Because different users have different
thresholds for actions, an identical prediction of shaking
for different users may be seen variously as a correct warn-
ing, a missed warning, or a false warning, depending on how
the predicted and observed ground motions compare with
each user’s threshold for taking action.
There are further complications in EEW system perfor-
mance. For example, different amounts of time are required
to take different actions. (Taking cover requires little time,
but redirecting airport traffic may be a much slower process.)
So the identical warning that might be timely for some users
might be too late for others. Additionally, some users are
more false-alarm tolerant than others. (Shutting down a
nuclear reactor is very costly, but opening elevator doors to
allow people to escape has rather insignificant consequences
if the earthquake warning turns out to be a false alarm.) So,
some users that are false-alarm-tolerant but also require more
time for taking action may prefer an earlier warning even if it
is more likely that it will later be revealed to be a false alert.
Other users might prefer to wait to take action until the shak-
ing prediction is more certain.
An advantage of the CDM analysis is that its output is a
PDF describing the relative plausibility of different ground-
motion predictions rather than a single earthquake source
model or even a single ground-motion estimate. Only a prob-
abilistic approach can address the complex interactions
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 3 for the 1 July 2015Mw 8.2 ElarmS
false alarm at the time of the first ElarmS report (34 s after the OT
reported by ElarmS). The P- and S-wave positions are drawn rel-
ative to the location and OT of the ElarmS false earthquake source.
ElarmS predicts large motions at stations that have no apparent mo-
tion, guiding the CDM to assign an almost 97.5% probability that
this is a false alarm. Numbers in circles identify locations for which
PDFs of expected ground motion are plotted in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. PDFs of expected PGA for the 1 July 2015 Mw 8.2
ElarmS false alarm at the four locations marked in Figure 6. The
blue line is the PDF of expected ground motion based on the ElarmS
source parameters. The magenta line is the PHRP PDF calculated
by combining the ElarmS PDF and a prediction of zero ground mo-
tion, weighted by the probabilities given in the pie chart at top.
Medians and 95% confidence bounds are given by the circles
and brackets below the PDFs. The probability associated with
the No Event algorithm, that is, the probability that the user should
expect zero ground motion because an earthquake is not actually
happening, is shown by the delta function to the left of the break
in the scale. Because the probability of No Event is >95% at all
times, the median and 95% confidence bounds of the CDM’s
PDF are all identically zero-predicted ground motion.
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between the uncertainties of the ground-motion predictions,
the warning time available to a specific user to decide
whether and when to act, and that user’s individual potential
costs and benefits of taking action. Ideally, each user should
receive a site-specific PDF describing the expected ground
motion and associated uncertainties, allowing each user to
decide whether the probability that there will be ground mo-
tion exceeding the user’s threshold is high enough to warrant
action or instead to wait for more information.
The user decision-making process may sound complex,
but it need not be. Unsophisticated users who do not wish
to deal with probabilities can use the most probable predicted
ground motion from the CDM exactly as they would use a
point estimate of predicted ground motion from any existing
EEW system. Even users who wish to take advantage of the
full probabilistic ground-motion prediction to make optimal
and customized decisions could simply utilize a black box al-
gorithm that does the probabilistic decision-making for them.
Wu et al. (2013) describe such a user-side algorithm
called ePAD that gives each user an optimal decision as
to when or if to take action. This decision is based on asking
each user in advance what that user’s cost is for a false alarm,
the cost of a missed event, and how long the user requires to
take action. However, ePAD analyses require the EEW sys-
tem to provide real-time updates of the PDFs describing the
expected ground motion at the user’s location, so that the
user-side module can analyze whether it is appropriate for
the user to take action based on the predicted ground motion
and its uncertainty. The PHRP PDF described in this article is
exactly the EEW-system-side counterpart needed to power
user-specific robust decision-making systems, such as the
one in Wu et al. (2013). Thus, not only does the CDM frame-
work proposed here formally provide the most probable
shaking forecast to all users but also it could power a next-
generation EEW system that optimizes its warnings for each
user by providing sufficient information for individual users
to make robust customized decisions.
Data and Resources
Acceleration waveforms were obtained from the Incor-
porated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) Data
Management Center BREQ_FAST request service at http://
ds.iris.edu/ds/nodes/dmc/manuals/breq_fast/ (last accessed
May 2016). Details of earthquake early warning (EEW) al-
gorithm reports are available in theⒺ electronic supplement
to this article.
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Appendix
Note on Data Latencies
In this section, we explore how quickly we might expect
the central decision module (CDM) framework to produce
robust ground-motion predictions. Data latencies are not rou-
tinely archived, making it impossible to replay past real-time
performance exactly. For this article, we assumed a data
latency of 1 s for our synthetic test and ignored data latencies
for our examples using real earthquakes. In reality, there
would be fewer data available to the CDM analysis at each
instant of time because some data would not yet have arrived
at the analysis center. However, the CDM will never be with-
out data because, if there were no data available, then there
would be no reports from any earthquake early warning
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(EEW) algorithms to analyze. Further, the CDM design pro-
posed here will always be able to confirm or reject EEW
algorithm reports because it will always be able to compare
the predictions from the EEW reports to whatever data those
algorithms used to issue their reports.
Perhaps the most important questions are what duration
of observations is required for the CDM to make a robust
ground-motion prediction, and is this duration greater than
the duration of observed ground motion required for an
EEW algorithm to issue an alert? If the CDM analysis can
function with the same (or fewer) data as the original EEW
algorithms, then we may expect that the CDM can produce
a robust ground-motion prediction as soon as an EEW algo-
rithm issues an alert, without requiring any additional obser-
vations. To explore these questions, we computed the misfit
between the predicted and observed envelopes of acceleration
from the first report from each EEW algorithm (Earthquake
Alarm Systems [ElarmS], Virtual Seismologist [VS]) for
the 2014 Mw 6.8 off Cape Mendocino earthquake (Fig. A1).
We computed this misfit for 5 min windows ending at different
times, thus simulating the effects of observing different dura-
tions of data or, equivalently, the effects of different data
latencies. The first ElarmS solution was issued ∼25 s after
origin time (OT). Using data up to 25 s after OT is more than
sufficient for the sum of squared errors (SSE) misfit to clearly
show that the predictions from the EEW algorithms are more
probable than the predictions for No Event. Thus, similar to
the three events in the Examples section, the CDM can issue a
robust ground-motion prediction as soon as the first EEW al-
gorithm issues its alert, without any additional observational
latency required. However, this comparison may be overly op-
timistic because real seismic networks have data latency, and
thus not all 25 s of data would be available at 25 s after OT.
ElarmS requires data from at least four stations to issue an
alarm. This means that the actual data latency for the 2014
off Cape Mendocino earthquake could not have been longer
than the difference between when the first ElarmS report was
issued and when the P wave reached the fourth station from
the epicenter. Even if we only used data from the time that the
P wave reached the nearest four stations and earlier, the SSE
misfit for No Event is about 2× larger than for either the
ElarmS or VS solutions. Further, Figure A1 shows that the
data favor both the ElarmS and VS solutions over No Event
long before the fourth P wave is recorded, indicating that our
CDM analysis can distinguish between real events and false
alarms with fewer data than the EEW algorithms require to
issue an alert. Thus, our proposed methodology has the ability
to distinguish real earthquakes from false alarms in real time
without any additional delay beyond that needed for the EEW
algorithms to issue their first reports.
Theoretical Foundation for the Method
Problem Definition and System Outline
Currently, ShakeAlert includes three algorithms (Onsite,
ElarmS, and VS) that provide optimal estimates of the earth-
quake source parameters with inconsistent uncertainty quan-
tifications. In the future, different kinds of algorithms may
also be included in the ShakeAlert system, such as algo-
rithms that directly provide ground-motion estimates (e.g.,
Hoshiba, 2013; Hoshiba and Aoki, 2015) or algorithms that
provide uncertainty quantification under the Bayesian frame-
work (e.g., Minson et al., 2014). To prepare a platform for
consistently combining predictions from all kinds of algo-
rithms, we develop a system based on the Bayesian model
selection framework.
We begin with the details of our input data. At a given
time t, our system observes waveform envelope data Dj1:t 
fzj1;…; zjtg from n seismic stations, that is, j  1;…; n. (We
denote the full data set as D1:t  fD11:t;…; Dn1:tg.) Also, the
system receives information about the potential earthquake in-
ferred by different algorithms Ai, in which i  1;…; N. Most
algorithms will provide estimates of the standard earthquake
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Figure A1. Sum of squared errors (SSE) misfits between earth-
quake early warning (EEW) algorithm predictions and observations
as a function of differing data availability. The predicted envelopes
of acceleration from the first report from each EEW algorithm
(Earthquake Alarm Systems [ElarmS], Virtual Seismologist) for
the 2014 Mw 6.8 off Cape Mendocino earthquake are compared
with the observed accelerations over a 5 min window, ending at
the time given on the x axis. The P-wave arrival times at the five
stations nearest to the epicenter and the time of the first EEW report
(issued by ElarmS) are marked.
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parameters θ  fmagnitude; location;OTg directly. However,
some algorithms may infer only part of θ and/or other earth-
quake information such as the spatial extent of the rupture.
Somemay even directly provide waveform predictions. As dis-
cussed in the main article, the ultimate goal of EEW is to pro-
vide local shaking information to the users. Therefore, we set
the waveform predictions at each location as the common
ground to combine all the predictions. In this study, our wave-
form data are the envelopes of the observed waveforms and, for
algorithms that only provide predictions of the standard earth-
quake parameters, we impose an envelope-based forward pre-
diction model (Cua, 2005) to extend the source parameter
predictions to waveform predictions.
Our goal is to establish a unified framework for
predicting waveform values zjt1 and any other quantity
of interest yjt1 (e.g., peak ground acceleration [PGA],
peak ground velocity [PGV], shaking intensity [SI]) at a
future time step t 1, using information from all the
algorithms. More precisely, there are two stages in our sys-
tem output:
1. Real-time accuracy assessment of the algorithms: we re-
late the accuracy of an algorithm Ai to the probability of
Ai, conditional on the data and our stochastic model class,
that is, PAijD1:t, which is a measure of the plausibility
of Ai, conditional on the information in D1:t.
2. Hyper-robust posterior prediction for the quantity
of interest: this prediction corresponds to finding
py1t1;…; ynt1jD1:t, in which D1:t  fD11:t;…; Dnt1g,
and the parameter uncertainties from all algorithms are
marginalized out so that the posterior uncertainty arising
from all of the algorithms is explicitly treated in making
the predictions.
We summarize the information dependency between
different stochastic variables using a graphical representa-
tion shown in Figure A2.
Real-Time Accuracy Assessment of Algorithms
We would like to have a consistent framework for quan-
tifying the accuracy of an algorithm through the probability
value PAijD1:t. This is essentially the model selection/
assessment problem in the Bayesian framework (e.g., Beck
and Yuen, 2004; Beck, 2010). Using Bayes’ theorem and as-
suming, before observing any data, that all algorithms are
equally plausible as predictors, we can derive that:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;dfa1;313;631PAijD1:t ∝ pD1:tjAiPAi ∝ pD1:tjAi: A1
For algorithms that are based on a Bayesian framework,
pD1:tjAi is the evidence (or marginal likelihood) for the
model class and can be obtained in principle from
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;dfa2;313;562 D1:tjAi 
Z
pD1:tjθipθijAidθi; A2
in which pθijAi is the chosen prior for the model param-
eters θi used in algorithm Ai, and
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;dfa3;313;490 D1:tjθi 
Yn
j1
pDj1:tjθi; A3
in which pDj1:tjθi can be evaluated by a probabilistic
ground-motion prediction equation (GMPE) that is appropri-
ate for source parameters θi. For example, the current gen-
eration of EEW algorithms, which only provide location and
magnitude information, may rely on a GMPE that only de-
pends on location and magnitude (e.g., Cua and Heaton,
2007), whereas more detailed source models that include in-
formation about the fault geometry and style of faulting may
use GMPEs that include that information as well (e.g.,
Campbell and Bozorgnia, 2008).
Current algorithms in the ShakeAlert system do not pro-
vide consistent uncertainty quantification. To implement our
system, we can either impose consistent probabilistic models
upon all algorithms or infer reasonable values for the proba-
bilities, PAijD1:t, using a regression model based on the ob-
served waveform data. Although it is theoretically possible to
evaluate equation (A2) by choosing an appropriate prior
pθijAi, the probabilistic version of the envelope-based for-
ward model we use for waveform predictions does not give an
integral that can be evaluated analytically, and the evaluation
of equation (A2) numerically is very time-consuming. Further,
although we can substitute for equation (A2) the approxima-
tions given by Akaike’s information criterion (Akaike, 1974)
or the Bayesian information criterion (Akaike, 1976; Schwarz,
1978), these approximations of the evidence pD1:tjAi can be
quite poor (Beck and Yuen, 2004; Muto and Beck, 2008; Oh
et al., 2008). Further, these approximations have limited appli-
cability to parameter-free EEW algorithms (e.g., Hoshiba,
2013; Hoshiba and Aoki, 2015).
Therefore, we estimate wi  PAijD1:t by solving the
following optimization problem:
Figure A2. Graphical representation of the stochastic model
class. Sj denotes the jth station. (Left) The algorithm Ai may predict
the ground motion at the jth station directly or through a set of
source parameters θ. For the latter case of a specific station Sj
(right), θ is the input for evaluating parameters γ in a ground-motion
prediction model (e.g., Cua, 2005) that can, in turn, be used to pre-
dict the ground-motion data Dj1:t and future ground motion z
j
t1.
Then that information can be used for prediction of any quantity
of interest yjt1 (e.g., peak ground acceleration [PGA] or shaking
intensity).
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wi  argminwi
Xn
j1
jjDj1:t −
XN
i1
wiD^
j
1:t;ijj22

;
such that
XN
i1
wi  1 and 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1; A4
in which D^j1:t;i is the waveform envelope for the jth
station predicted by algorithm Ai. Specifically, D^
j
1:t;i
represents the observations predicted by the maximum
a posteriori (MAP) estimate of the model parameters θi
of algorithm Ai. The MAP estimate θ^i is defined as
θ^i  argmaxθipθijD1:t; Ai. (Note that equation A4 is a con-
vex constrained optimization and so has a unique minimum.)
Although the approach of choosing PAijD1:t by a
least-squares (LSQ) fit is somewhat ad hoc, it is also com-
pletely justifiable. What the optimization in equation (A4) is
doing is adjusting the posterior hyper-robust predictive
(PHRP) probability density function (PDF) so that its mean
matches the actual observed data. The proof is as follows:
Consider the mean of the PHRP PDF for y  ~Dj1:t:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;dfa5;55;489  ~Dj1:tjD 
XN
i1
E ~Dj1:tjD; AiPAijD; A5
in which ~Dj1:t is the predicted data at station j (and is thus a
stochastic variable), as opposed to Dj1:t, which is the ob-
served data at station j.
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;dfa6;55;402  ~Dj1:tjD; Ai 
Z
~Dj1:tp ~Dj1:tjD; Aid ~Dj1:t; A6
in which p ~Dj1:tjD; Ai 
R
p ~Dj1:tjD; θi; AipθijD; Aidθi.
Let θ^i be the MAP estimate of θ. Then the Laplace
asymptotic approximation yields
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;dfa7;55;320  ~Dj1:tjD; Ai ≈ p ~Dj1:tjD; θ^i; Ai  p ~Dj1:tjθ^i; Ai A7
(Beck and Katafygiotis, 1998), if D is irrelevant for predic-
tion by algorithm Ai when θi is given.
Thus:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;dfa8;55;249  ~Dj1:tjD; Ai ≈
Z
~Dj1:tp ~Dj1:tjθ^i; Aid ~Dj1:t  D^j1:t;i; A8
D^j1:t;i is the posterior mean prediction given by Ai for MAP
estimate θ^i.
Using wi  PAijD, equation (A5) becomes
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;dfa9;55;168  ~Dj1:tjD 
XN
i1
wiD^
j
1:t;i: A9
Thus, when we choose the values of wi by an LSQ
match of the predicted waveform envelopes to the actual data
at each station j (equation A4), we are actually choosing wi,
such that the mean ground-motion prediction from the CDM
(the mean of the PHRP PDF) will match the mean of the
observed data.
As an aside, if we set D^j1:t;i  E ~Dj1:tjD; Ai, then the
Laplace asymptotic approximation is not needed in the
theory but only in the computation.
Robust Posterior Prediction of y
For any quantity of interest y, according to the total
probability theorem, the posterior predictive distribution is
the linear combination of the predictive distribution from
each algorithm, weighted with the posterior probability of
each algorithm after observing waveform data D1:t from the
stations:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;dfa10;313;571 yjD1:t 
XN
i1
pyjD1:t; AiPAijD1:t: A10
In real time, we observe waveform data zj1;…; z
j
t . Rather
than predict future waveform data, we instead want to use
zj1;…; z
j
t to predict other future quantities of interest y
j
t1,
such as PGA, PGV, or SI. In this section, we demonstrate
the validity of this approach.
In our stochastic model class, yjt1 is chosen as stochas-
tically independent of all other variables given zjt1 (this can
be easily generalized to zj1;…; z
j
t1):
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;dfa11;313;440
py1t1;…;ynt1jD1:t

Z Yn
j1
pyjt1jzjt1

pz1t1;…;znt1jD1:tdz1t1…dznt1:
A11
In practice, py1t1;…; ynt1jD1:t contains much informa-
tion, and it may be difficult for the user to receive and make
the best use of it. Hence, we will focus on the marginal dis-
tribution pyjt1jD1:t. Here, we consider two ways to evalu-
ate pyjt1jD1:t and show that they are mathematically
the same.
Weighting over y
Here, we first predict yjt1 for each algorithm and then
combine them:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;dfa12;313;235 yjt1jD1:t 
XN
i1
pyjt1jD1:t; AiPAijD1:t A12
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;dfa13;313;189 yjt1jD1:t; Ai 
Z
pyjt1jzjt1pzjt1jD1:t; Aidzjt1

Z
pyjt1jzjt1pzjt1jDj1:t; θ^idzjt1:
A13
Note that by the Laplace asymptotic approximation (Beck,
2010):
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pzjt1jD1:t; Ai 
Z
pzjt1jDj1:t; θipθijD1:t; Aidθi
 pzjt1jDj1:t; θ^i: A14
We can easily extend this to multiple y for multiple stations:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;dfa15;55;669
py1t1;…; ynt1jD1:t

XN
i1
py1t1;…; ynt1jD1:t; AiPAijD1:t A15
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;dfa16;55;570 y1t1;…; ynt1jD1:t; Ai 
Z
py1t1;…; ynt1jz1t1;…; znt1pz1t1;…; znt1jD1:t; Aidz1t1;…; dznt1

Z
py1t1;…; ynt1jz1t1;…; znt1pz1t1;…; znt1jD1:t; θ^idz1t1;…; dznt1: A16
In short, the posterior-robust prediction of y equals the sum
of the posterior-robust predictions from all algorithms
weighted by PAijD1:t.
Weighting over z
Here, we first combine the predictions of zjt1 from all
algorithms and then propagate the uncertainty to the predic-
tion of yjt1:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;dfa17;55;389 yjt1jD1:t 
Z
pyjt1jzjt1pzjt1jD1:tdzjt1 A17
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;dfa18;55;332
pzjt1jD1:t 
XN
i1
pz1t1jD1:t; AiPAijD1:t

XN
i1
pz1t1jD1:t; θ^iPAijD1:t: A18
We can easily see that the two methods are the same by re-
ordering the summation and the integration. Depending on
the information needed from the distribution (e.g., the ex-
pected value and variance), either of the above formulations
can be used for practical convenience.
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